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Abstract. Investigating the elasticity of ocular tissue (cornea and intraocular lens) could help the understanding and management of pathologies related to biomechanical deficiency. In previous studies, we introduced a setup based on optical coherence tomography for shear wave elastography (SWE) with high resolution and high sensitivity. SWE determines tissue stiffness from the propagation speed of shear waves launched within tissue. We proposed acoustic radiation force to remotely induce shear waves by focusing an ultrasound (US) beam in tissue, similar to several elastography techniques. Minimizing the maximum US pressure is essential in ophthalmology for safety reasons. For this purpose, we propose a pulse compression approach. It utilizes coded US emissions to generate shear waves where the energy is spread over a long emission, and then numerically compressed into a short, localized, and high-energy pulse. We used a 7.5-MHz single-element focused transducer driven by coded excitations where the amplitude is modulated by a linear frequency-swept square wave (1 to 7 kHz). An inverse filter approach was used for compression. We demonstrate the feasibility of performing shear wave elastography measurements in tissue-mimicking phantoms at low US pressures (mechanical index <0.6). © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.1.016001]
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1 Introduction

Acoustic radiation force (ARF) is commonly used to remotely generate displacements in tissue. Monitoring the subsequent tissue response provides information on tissue elastic properties, as proposed in a number of elastography methods developed over the past 20 years. For instance, in ARF impulse imaging, tissue stiffness is qualitatively estimated from the amplitude of the ARF-induced displacements in the near field. In shear wave elastography, stiffness is deduced from the propagation speed of the displacements through tissue.

Inspired by advances in ultrasound (US)-based elastography, optical coherence tomography (OCT) is now being investigated as a high-resolution imaging modality for elastographic imaging. OCT offers several advantages over US: it provides micron-scale spatial resolution with nanometer-scale sensitivity to tissue displacement and is a fully noncontact imaging method. OCT is routinely used in ophthalmology to provide structural information on both anterior and posterior segments of the eye.

Structural images of the cornea and the intraocular lens could be complemented by elastography since the function of these two components of the eye is intrinsically related to their biomechanical properties. For instance, a number of refractive surgery procedures have been developed to correct corneal shape and tensile strength. Corneal elastography could become a tool for better understanding of underlying pathologies (e.g., myopia and ectasia), as well as a more comprehensive and personalized pre and postoperative management tool for surgery. As for the intraocular lens, all individuals are subject to a stiffening of the lens with age, which reduces the ability to accommodate (presbyopia). Assessing the evolution of lens elasticity and the efficiency of therapeutic solutions could have great clinical impact.

Several groups have developed OCT-based methods for ophthalmic applications. The method presented in Ref. 12 measures the strain in the cornea resulting from a mechanical compression. The compression requires contact with the cornea, which might restrict clinical implementation. Besides, strain imaging is an indirect estimation of tissue stiffness often biased by uneven stress distributions caused by boundary conditions. In Ref. 13, an air-puff is used as a noncontact shear source. Although it cannot reach the intraocular lens, it constitutes an interesting in vivo applicable technique for the cornea. Global values of tissue stiffness are retrieved from estimates of global propagation shear wave speed, but no mapping of the local stiffness was derived.

In a previous paper, we presented a system for shear wave elastography using phase-sensitive OCT (PhS-OCT) and ARF to map the stiffness of tissue-mimicking phantoms. ARF can potentially generate shear waves in the cornea as well as in the intraocular lens. However, clinical translation of this system to ocular tissues is limited by the high US pressures required to induce shear waves. The mechanical index (MI), calculated as the peak-negative US pressure divided by the square root of
the US frequency), is indeed limited by the Food and Drug Administration to 0.23 for ocular tissues, whereas it can go up to 1.90 for most other organs. This MI limitation imposes a challenge for PhS-OCT systems with sufficient sensitivity to detect dynamic shear waves in ocular tissue.

To meet this challenge, in this study we propose a pulse compression approach to generate shear waves using low US pressures. Pulse compression, as introduced in sonar imaging, uses long coded signals to spread a large amount of energy over long time periods, and then numerically compresses all the energy into a short pulse of high instantaneous energy. In other words, it can achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at lower peak amplitudes. We implemented pulse compression for shear waves in a previous work using a mechanical actuator as a contact shear source. Here, we extend this approach to ARF using amplitude-modulated ARF to generate shear waves with a minimal contact, low-MI method.

2 Material and Methods

Figure 1 is a schematic of our setup, which combines a PhS-OCT system for detection and a single-element US transducer for shear wave generation. A detailed description can be found in Refs. 14, 19, and 20.

2.1 Phase-Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography

PhS-OCT uses a spectral-domain OCT setup, consisting of a fiber-based Michelson interferometer illuminated by a broadband super-luminescent diode (DenseLight Semiconductors Ltd, Singapore, central wavelength 1310 nm, bandwidth 56 nm). The light source is split between a reference arm and a sample arm. The sample arm illuminates the sample from the top. The backscattered light from the sample is recombined with the reference light in a circulator and the resulting spectral interferogram is detected by an ultrafast camera (Sensors Ltd, NJ, USA) operating at an A-line rate of 45 kHz. One A-line corresponds to a depth profile at one given lateral location of the sample.

In PhS-OCT, the phase difference \( \Delta \phi(x, z, t) \) between two consecutive A-lines acquired at the same lateral location provides the axial displacement \( u_z(x, z, t) \):

\[
u_z(x, z, t) = \Delta \phi(x, z, t) \cdot \lambda / (4\pi n),
\]

where \( \lambda = 1310 \text{ nm} \) is the light source central wavelength, \( n \) is the refractive index of the sample, \( (x, z) \) are the lateral and axial coordinates of the pixel, respectively, and \( t \) is the time.

Stroboscopic acquisition of shear wave propagation is used with PhS-OCT operating in an M-B scan mode: each M-scan consists of 256 A-lines acquired at the same lateral location at a 45-kHz line rate. Each M-B scan is a set of 128 M-scans acquired at different lateral locations. Shear wave generation is repeated and synchronized for each M-scan. Thus, an M-B scan provides a movie of shear wave propagation across the sample at an equivalent frame rate of 45 kHz. The dimensions of the imaging area are \( 2 \times 3 \text{ mm}^2 \) (depth \( \times \) width) with a pixel size of \( 4.15 \times 23.4 \text{ \mu m}^2 \) (depth \( \times \) width). The axial and lateral resolutions are, respectively, 10 and 25 \( \text{\mu m} \) in water. The total acquisition time is \( <1 \text{ s} \).

2.2 Shear Wave Generation using Acoustic Radiation Force

A single-element transducer (SonicConcept, WA, United States, central frequency 7.5 MHz, focal distance 35 mm, diameter 23 mm) was used to apply radiation force within the sample. The transducer was placed at the bottom of the sample, opposite to the OCT imaging beam, and the focal spot of the ultrasound beam was placed within the OCT field of view. Water was the coupling medium between the transducer and the sample. The sample was also covered with a thin layer of echographic gel to prevent strong US reflections at the sample top surface, and a thin cover glass to avoid surface ripple artifacts. The layer of gel also works as a mechanical coupling medium that reduces the effect of surface acoustic waves at the top interface of the sample.

The transducer was calibrated in water using a hydrophone (HGL 200-\(\mu\text{m} \) aperture, Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, United States). The focal spot size was determined from the full-width at half maximum of the pressure field and was measured to be approximately \( 500 \text{ \mu m} \times 4 \text{ mm} \) (diameter \( \times \) axial length). Thus, the US focal spot is long enough to ensure that radiation force is applied across the entire imaging depth range, while its limited lateral width produces shear wavelengths smaller than the lateral imaging range.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the transducer was driven using a coded excitation in which a 7.5-MHz sine wave is modulated in amplitude by a binary “chirp,” i.e., a linear frequency-swept square wave (frequency range [1 to 7] kHz, duration 3 ms, duty cycle 50%). Peak-to-peak voltages between 20 and 60 \( V_{pp} \) were applied, resulting in ultrasound peak pressures between 1 and 3 MPa. The results of the coded excitation were compared to those of a “conventional” 200-\(\mu\text{s} \) pulse (central frequency 7.5 MHz) at equivalent peak pressures.

2.3 Pulse Compression

Linear-frequency-swept shear waves resulting from coded excitation were recorded and then numerically compressed by pulse compression. The pulse compression algorithm parallels work that was described in Ref. [17] and is detailed in Ref. [18]. It is based on an inverse filter designed as follows:
A reference signal $u_{\text{ref}}(x_0, t)$ is defined by averaging along depth the displacements at $x = x_0$ (point near the shear source).

An ideal output pulse $u_{\text{ideal}}(\tau)$ is derived from the autocorrelation of the reference signal:

$$u_{\text{ideal}}(\tau) = [u_{\text{ref}}^* (t) \otimes u_{\text{ref}} (-t)] * w(\tau),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $w(\tau)$ is a weighting function designed to eliminate side lobes of the autocorrelation. $\otimes$ and $*$ denote, respectively, convolution and multiplication.

The inverse filter $f(\tau)$ is designed by inverting

$$[u_{\text{ref}}^* (t) \otimes u_{\text{ref}} (-t)] \otimes f(\tau) = u_{\text{ideal}}(\tau)$$

$$\Leftrightarrow U_{\text{ref}}^* (\tau, \tau) * f(\tau) = u_{\text{ideal}}(\tau).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

### 2.5 Phantom Preparation

Experiments were conducted on tissue-mimicking phantoms made of aqueous solutions containing porcine gelatin (Sigma Aldrich, MO, United States) and latex microspheres (diameter 0.3 μm, Duke Scientific, CA, United States). The microspheres were used as optical scatterers (typical concentration ~1 to 1.5% w/v). Various gelatin concentrations (from 5% to 10% w/v) were used to control phantom stiffness.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Displacement Signal-To-Noise Ratio

The coded excitation driving the US transducer is shown in Fig. 2(a). The resulting displacements detected in a 10%-gelatin phantom are a linear frequency-swept signal, as shown in Fig. 2(b), with low frequencies (~1 kHz) occurring at early times and higher frequencies occurring at later times. This temporal profile was obtained by averaging the displacement field at one lateral position over five axial pixels. For this example, the US peak pressure was 3 MPa (MI = 1.10). These displacements are frame-to-frame displacements, i.e., displacements occurring between two consecutive frames. Thus, they tend to represent the temporal derivative of the real displacement of the sample. The real displacement can be retrieved by integrating over time these frame-to-frame displacements. Because there is not enough dead time between each “on”-cycle of the coded excitation for the sample to relax from the acoustic radiation force, the real displacement consists of a linear frequency swept, low-amplitude oscillation superimposed on low frequency, large amplitude motion [see Fig. 2(c)].

Figure 3 shows the snapshots of shear wave propagation resulting from the coded excitation in a 10%-gelatin phantom, before and after applying pulse compression. Raw displacements [Fig. 3(a)] are a linear frequency-swept wave. This corresponds to the same dataset as that shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 3(b) shows the displacements obtained after applying the pulse compression algorithm to raw displacements (as explained in the previous section). The postcompression displacement consists of a short, spatially localized pulse (main lobe occurring at $t \sim 2$ ms). The secondary lobes seen at later times ($t > 4$ ms) are primarily imperfections of the pulse compression algorithm due to the tradeoff in inverse filtering between SNR gain and side-lobe levels for a finite length code.

$$E = 3\rho v_s^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $\rho$ is the medium density.
Displacement fields are displayed on a normalized scale to facilitate the comparison between pre and postcompression displacements. The order of magnitude of the absolute amplitude of the raw displacements is approximately 150 nm [as shown in Fig. 2(b)].

Figures 4 and 5 compare the displacements resulting from different excitations at 3 and 1.5 MPa (MI = 1.10 and 0.55, respectively). In these two figures, the temporal profile is displayed in the top row and the spectrum is displayed in the bottom row. The left column [Figs. 4(a) and 5(a)] is the result of a 200-μs pulse. The center column [Figs. 4(b) and 5(b)] shows the raw displacements obtained from coded excitation before pulse compression. The right column [Figs. 4(c) and 5(c)] shows the displacements obtained after applying pulse compression. For each case, the SNR was computed from the power spectrum. The displacements resulting from coded excitation have the same bandwidth as the US driving signal (1 to 7 kHz). The 200-μs pulse generates a shear wave with a frequency range of [1 to 5] kHz and a SNR of 12.3 dB and 4.8 dB at US peak pressures of 3 and 1.5 MPa, respectively. A gain of approximately 30 dB is obtained using pulse compression, as seen in these figures.

3.2 Reconstruction of Shear Wave Speed Maps

We compared the performance of coded excitation, in terms of the quality of the reconstructed shear wave speed map, to that of a conventional 200-μs pulse at an equivalent US peak pressure. For this purpose, a heterogeneous phantom was made using two different gelatin concentrations: 5% gelatin for the left part, 10% for the right part. Both parts also contained different optical scatterer concentrations so that they could be identified in the B-mode from the intensity of the backscattered light [see Fig. 6(a), 1.5% latex for the left part and 1% latex for the right part]. Figures 6(b) to 6(e) are stiffness maps: the shear wave speed is displayed in color wherever the normalized correlation coefficient of the time-of-flight estimate is greater than 0.9. The dashed line delineates the boundary between both parts of the phantom, as determined from the B-mode image and presented as a visual indicator (dashed line) on the stiffness maps. A mask based on OCT signal intensity and the shear wave time-of-flight correlation coefficient was applied to the wave speed maps, so that regions with low OCT signal (intensity < ~70 dB) or pixels with poor quality in time-of-flight estimate (normalized correlation coefficient <0.9) were shown in black.

At a US peak pressure of 3 MPa (MI = 1.10), both conventional pulse [Fig. 6(b)] and coded excitation [Fig. 6(c)] provide a sufficiently high-SNR shear wave to estimate the shear wave speed at every location of the imaging plane. However, the pulse compression approach [Fig. 6(c)] better delineates both parts of the phantom: the demarcation between soft and stiff parts closely matches the dashed line. Indeed, a greater SNR for the shear wave produces more accurate shear wave speed estimates.

At a US peak pressure of 1.5 MPa (MI = 0.55), the conventional pulse fails to reconstruct the shear wave speed at the
bottom of the imaging plane, whereas the pulse compression approach recovers the speed in the entire imaging area. The pulse compression approach provides median values that are closer to expected values. All experimental values are slightly higher than the expected value for the 5%-gelatin part. This might be caused by imperfections in phantom fabrication.

4 Discussion

In previous work, we introduced a system combining PhS-OCT and acoustic radiation force for shear wave elastography. Here, we implemented a pulse compression approach by emitting coded US excitations to enhance the SNR of the induced shear wave signals, thus providing an opportunity to reduce ARF power needed to launch shear waves detectable by the PhS-OCT technique. We demonstrated that amplitude-modulated acoustic radiation force could be used to induce linear frequency-swept shear waves in the kHz range. We obtained an SNR gain of approximately 30 dB using the pulse compression approach compared to a conventional pulse at an equivalent MI. At a low MI, the enhanced SNR enables reconstruction of the speed map over a larger imaging area. This paves the way for shear wave elastography using acoustic radiation force with a low MI. This is particularly important for ophthalmic applications, where the MI is limited to 0.23 (compared to 1.90 for most other organs).

Greater SNR also provides better accuracy in the estimated shear wave speed, because speed is determined from the correlation of the displacement field. It should be noted that in shear wave elastography, accuracy and spatial resolution are not only governed by the shear wavelength but also depend on other parameters such as: displacement SNR, the width of the correlation window used in the time-of-flight algorithm, and the elastic contrast between the target and the background.

The main potential limitation of the pulse compression approach is the need for long US emissions that create high spatial peak, temporal average intensity (ISPTA). Here, we compared a 200-μs pulse with a 1.5-ms emission (3-ms coded emission with 50% duty cycle). Trade-offs between decreasing the MI and increasing the ISPTA will need to be optimized. It should be noted that the MI is linearly proportional to the US peak pressure, whereas the ISPTA is proportional to the square of the US peak pressure (i.e., intensity) and the emission duration. Thus, a decrease of a factor α in peak pressure divides the MI by α and the ISPTA by α². In other words, for a given ISPTA, a decrease by a factor α in pressure allows an increase of a factor α² in emission duration.

A simple way to decrease the ISPTA is to reduce the repetition rate of the US emission in return for a longer acquisition time. Another approach consists of acquiring multiple M-scans for each shear wave (as opposed to repeating shear wave generation at each M-scan as done in the current configuration). With a higher line-rate camera employed in the PhS-OCT system, interleaved M-scans could be acquired at different lateral locations while preserving a reasonable equivalent frame rate. This would reduce the need for repeating shear wave generation, thus reducing ISPTA.

Coded excitations can shape the spectral content of the shear wave. Being able to generate broadband shear waves with precise bandwidth control could help to assess the potential dispersive behavior of the shear wave. Dispersion can be induced by tissue viscosity or particular propagation modes. For the case of the cornea and other thin-layered tissues, strong boundary conditions occur at the walls, forcing the shear wave into a guided propagation mode (Lamb-like waves) that affects its propagation speed as a function of frequency (i.e., dispersion). Several studies have investigated these effects, and could benefit from broad bandwidth shear waves.

Many shear wave elastography methods use US for both shear wave generation and detection. However, amplitude-modulated ARF is difficult to implement with US detection for two main reasons. First, US cannot image the tissue displacement during ARF emission. For example, if a ms-long ARF emission is used, the first few mm of propagation cannot be recorded because the receive electronics in the front-end of the ultrasonic imaging system are saturated by the excitation pulse. This means that the shear source should be several millimeters away from the detection area, possibly causing great attenuation of the shear wave by the time it reaches the imaging...
area. Second, the coded excitation presented in this study induces oscillations that are less than 1 μm in amplitude (on top of a large, low-frequency displacement). Such small displacements were detected given the high sensitivity of PhS-OCT but would be challenging for US detection.

All the experiments shown here were performed in tissue-mimicking phantoms. The feasibility of PhS-OCT to track shear waves in vivo has been demonstrated in a previous study27 where shear waves were induced by a mechanical actuator (contact shear source). The use of acoustic radiation force as a remote shear source can help to accelerate clinical translation of optical coherence elastography (OCE). However, the current setup is not still usable in vivo since the US transducer is placed at the bottom of the sample, opposite to the OCT imaging beam.

As a very first step toward single-sided OCE with ARF for in vivo applications, a setup has been developed using a 15-MHz single-element US transducer (Panametrics V319, MA, United States, focal distance 2.54 cm, diameter 1.25 cm) placed on the same side as the OCT imaging beam. Other groups have reported on a focused air-puff for in vivo generation of surface waves on the cornea.28 This method is easy to use on the cornea, but it cannot be used for shear wave generation at greater depths. Here, a plastic cone (maximal diameter 1.25 cm, minimal diameter 500 μm) couples ultrasound to the sample and is tilted with a slight angle in elevation with respect to the imaging plane so that it does not block the OCT imaging beam. Figure 8 shows the displacement induced in an ex vivo porcine cornea using this one-sided system. For this very first preliminary experiment, the transducer was driven by a conventional 200-μs pulse at a peak pressure of 0.94 MPa (MI = 0.24), representing an MI approaching the limit for ocular applications. Clearly, measurable displacements are evident but the relatively low SNR could be increased using the pulse compression approach described in this paper. Future studies will use this system with a range of high-frequency transducers and coded excitations to explore the limits of ARF-based OCE.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a pulse compression approach based on amplitude-modulated ARF to generate shear waves at low MI but with a higher ISPTA. We have combined this approach with a PhS-OCT setup to perform shear wave elastography experiments. At equivalent US pressures, the pulse compression approach provides a 30-dB SNR gain of detected displacements, enabling better reconstruction of stiffness maps in a tissue-mimicking phantom. Ongoing work is focused on optimizing the trade-off between reduced MI and higher ISPTA, as well as upgrading the setup for in vivo experiments.
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